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DEAR READER,
Cluj Collaborates or Colaborarea Clujeană is a magazine by,
about and for Cluj. It was created to make visible the amazing
work that is being done by organisations, institutions and
individuals across the community, and to celebrate and inspire
creativity, collaboration, and practical engagements to make a
difference in the lives of Clujeni.  

The regular edition is more complex and has more articles (here
you can explore the previous one), but given the current
humanitarian crisis, our team was fully involved in the
humanitarian aid offered to refugees from Ukraine and within
Ukraine.  Back in January 2022, we had three interviews with
three amazing women and the incredible work they have been
doing within their organizations/projects. We did not want to let
these interviews to waste, thus we issued this special edition
focusing solely on these three conversations. 

                                                         ***

Cluj Collaborates is a magazine for all the people of Cluj. We
hope to make us all: aware of the exciting, very often inspiring,
and great work being done by so many different people and
sectors in Cluj; identify issues and challenges which are
important to us to address to improve quality of life and
wellbeing of the people of Cluj; create connections and inspire
collaboration, solutions-oriented approaches, and future
initiatives, doing more together than can be done apart.

If you wish for your initiatives, events, projects or publications to
be featured in the next edition send us an email at 
colaborarea.clujeana@patrir.eu Cluj Collaborates

Team

https://www.canva.com/design/DAEtRNpz4mY/pk7EMB26DVBMAY_PyT8BAw/view?utm_content=DAEtRNpz4mY&utm_campaign=designshare&utm_medium=link&utm_source=sharebutton
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INTERVIEW

PATA RADIO

"...having a
collective
voice
through the
radio, the
community
finally has
the chance
to say "I live
in Pata Rât
and I exist!"

 Roland Váczi

First of all, congratulations on this initiative!
How did the Pata Radio project come about
and what is its purpose?

We started talking to community members

about the idea of   community radio back in 2014

when we were implementing the Pata-Cluj

project. Together with Pepe, Linda and the

psychologist Eva Falhlstrom, who was the

supervisor of the project, we realized that the

self-affirmation of the community needs a voice

to articulate itself. Then, over the years, we wrote

a series of funding applications, from which we

started the preparatory activities (storytelling

workshops, radio workshops, etc.) and in 2020 we

managed to win a funding project with the

Norway Grants, and that's how it all started.

Can you tell us more about the collaborative
aspect that led to this initiative? Who are the
partners and collaborators?

The collaborative aspect is ongoing.  First, we

asked, and we keep on asking the community

about what they wanted to hear on the radio.

Based on this, we adapt the program schedule

and define the content of the programs. The

announcers, reporters and radio facilitators are

from the community.

Radio Pata este un proiect

inițiat de Fundația AltArt

pentru Artă Alternativă alături

de Asociația Comunitară a

Romilor din Coastei, Asociația

Centrul pentru Studiul

Democrației, Direcția

Generală de Asistență Socială
și Protecția Copilului Cluj și

teatrul BIT Teatergarasjen

(Norvegia).

In terms of partners, we are most proud of the

Coastal Roma Community Association, then of

the Association for the Study of Democracy,

DGASPC, and we also have an international

partner, BIT Theater Bergen - which ensures

the international promotion of the project.

Why do you think this type of collaboration
is important? 

Such collaborations help us raise awareness

about Pata Rât, to show people that it is not

just a mystical land hidden behind the hills of

Cluj. It exists and it is present, and this

recognition is necessary for the communities

living there, to overcome their status to which

society has reduced them, the status of being

“forgotten”. The disintegration of the Pata Rât

area is a crucial thing for the people who are

forced to live in such conditions, and by having

a collective voice through the radio, the

community finally has the chance to say "I live

in Pata Rât and I exist!

Who is Pata Radio for and who can
contribute to its content?

Pata Radio is primarily addressed to the

communities of Pata Rât: Meșterul Manole and

Stephenson. We try to first cultivate the radio in

the "breast" of the communities and focus on

working with and for them, and then we plan

to expand the format of the radio to Cluj-

Napoca or other cities.

Interview with Anastasia Ștefan 
Program Director



How can one listen to Pata Radio?

Our radio is broadcasted online, therefore the ways

of listening to Pata Radio are the following: the

radio website (www.radiopata.ro) and the Radio

Pata application, which is still under development

and will work, in the first phase, only in the

community.

People can also follow us on our Facebook page,

where we constantly post news or updates about

the project or even future live events. On Fridays,

we usually do shows in the Pata Radio studio on

Coastei Street, which we broadcast live on

Facebook and anyone can watch them.

What are your plans for the future?

For us, the future might mean even the following

week, because thinking too much about future

plans in such a project makes you lose touch with

the reality of the community.

We mainly focus on structuring collaborations that

are as fruitful as possible for the interest of the

community. The last collaboration of this kind that

we managed to establish was with the Transylvania

College, with which we intend to carry out

activities with children. Also, we plan to make a

"little reporter" camp for the children of Pata Rât, in

which they will develop some journalistic skills and

join the radio with their own column, dedicated to

children. Last but not least, we are preparing a big

surprise for everyone, which we can't reveal at the

moment, but we assure you that the wait will be

worth it. So stay tuned!

Finally, what message would you send to our
readers who may wish to get involved in civic
and community initiatives?

Yes, get involved!

Getting involved in disadvantaged communities, as

a middle-class or even upper-class person with

respected rights and favoured in a kind of "white"

status integrated into society, is the first step

towards normalcy. It's about rebuilding a

connection that has been fragmented, a natural

behaviour towards the person next to you. One

important thing to note here is that civic and

community involvement is not just about donating

clothes from time to time or carrying some food

and then going back to your life thinking you did a

good deed. Good deeds are negligible quantities.

What such a community needs is constant

involvement, recognition and integration.

We want to add one more thought: Radio Pata
is open to collaborations in this regard, and if
people want to contribute to the activities we
carry out, we welcome them!

 Roland Váczi

https://www.radiopata.ro/
https://www.facebook.com/radiopatacluj


INTERVIEW

PRO VOBIS - 30 YEARS Pro Vobis is the first

professional and

independent Volunteer

Center in Romania, which

has contributed

substantially to the

promotion and

development of this

concept in Romania.

First of all, congratulations on the 30th
anniversary of Pro Vobis! For those who don't
know Pro Vobis yet, how did your story start
and especially how did your personal story
begin with this organization?

The story of Pro Vobis begins 30 years ago, in 1992,

when there were very few NGOs in Romania. It

was founded as a response to one of the most

acute needs in the sector, namely social services,

and it was created as a humanitarian association

of social services, aimed especially at the elderly

and for the prevention of HIV AIDS - some of the

biggest problems of the years immediately after

the Revolution - and it was initiated by a team of

Doctors Without Borders, whom I did not have

the opportunity to meet in person.

Of course, gradually, from 1992 onwards, while

working in social services and with the local

community in Cluj, the members of the Pro Vobis

team came into contact more and more often

with the concept of volunteering, which was not

that developed in Romania back then. The team

was connected with organizations from outside

the country, especially from the United States.

This is how the concept of volunteering came to

the attention of the team at the time, as well as

the concept of a volunteering centre, and the

natural consequence was to involve local

volunteers in various community activities,

applying the models that worked elsewhere.

 
"...gradually,
from 1992
onwards, while
working in
social services
and in the local
community in
Cluj, the
members of the
Pro Vobis team
came into
contact more
and more often
with the concept
of volunteering,
which was not
developed in
Romania..."

My Pro Vobis story began in a very special way for

me - I first volunteered for Pro Vobis in 2004, when

I returned from the United States after a year spent

there, on a scholarship provided by the Open

Society Institute. A component of my scholarship

was to create my own project for the benefit of the

community, and I did this at Pro Vobis, being the

only organization on the list of NGOs in Cluj that

the foundation gave us. I have been contacting Pro

Vobis since I was in the States, asking if I could do

a project with them, and I received a warm and

open response. And that's where it all started! I was

introduced to the concept of volunteering there in

the States, during my year of study at the

University of Georgia, when I had the opportunity

to volunteer in several places, but first experience

was on a Habitat for Humanity site, where I was

fascinated by what you can do in one day as a

volunteer. And then this "bug" caught me!

Before I left for the States, in 2003, I was a simple

student in Cluj, with mundane and repetitive

activities, without knowing anything about the

world of NGOs. Volunteering here was not well

known, it was promoted enough, so I got

acquainted with volunteering away from home.

But fate made it so that it became my professional

path after I returned from the States and

implemented my mini-project, together with Pro

Vobis, which welcomed me with open arms as a

volunteer. Then I did a project with high school

students - I created a series of community clubs,

with Junior Volunteers -  it was called Students for
the community - implementing a concept that I

also knew in the States - that of Service Learning.

Interview with  Corina Pintea
Executive Director



After this personal project, I became part of the

team of the Local Volunteer Center - which had

just split from Pro Vobis, becoming an

independent organization. I was the first

employee of CVCN - Cluj-Napoca Volunteer

Center, I returned then to Pro Vobis, this time as

an employee, in November 2006. From then

until now, more than 15 years later, I passed

through all sorts of positions and roles in Pro

Vobis. My entire professional career is related to

the fate of this organization and I can say that I

have been with it for more than half of my life.

We know each other well!

Have you planned anything special for this
anniversary? If it can be shared at this time,
of course. 

Yes, we certainly have big thoughts and ideas for

this anniversary - a really special one - it's not a

small thing, I think, for an NGO in Romania to

celebrate 30 years of activity.

We can't reveal everything to you right now - we

certainly want to travel through the 30 years of

Pro Vobis and bring back the organization's

achievements, beautiful memories, the

premieres it brought to the volunteer sector, but

also the people behind what Pro Vobis means.

Because Pro Vobis, as its name suggests, is For
You, for Others, it's about volunteers and

volunteering, about the organizations we've

worked with all these years, and about the

coordinators I've met or supported in working

better with volunteers. Of course, all of this was

done by the Pro Vobis People - the teams that

have thrived over the years, who strongly

believed in the Pro Vobis mission and invested

their energy, their skills and their time, in the

development of this organization and the field

we serve with great passion.

So, in regards to the anniversary - I suggest you

follow our Social Media channels and you will

find out there what we have planned for you.

We will start communicating and celebrating

the activities in the spring, even if our „birthday”

is in June. We thought that the best time to

mark it is during the National Volunteer Week

(NVW), which is the longest-lived program of Pro

Vobis - last year it turned 20! So in NVW 2022,

between May 9-15, 2022, we will celebrate the

30th anniversary of Pro Vobis and we hope you

will be with us!

Certainly, each of us has our definition of the
concept of volunteering. What does
volunteering mean to you and, in your
opinion, what are its benefits?

It is difficult to say that I have my definition of

the concept of volunteering because for a very

long time I have been giving the official, legal

definition of volunteering - in multiple contexts

such as presentations or trainings. But, as I

always like to say in my trainings and workshops,

beyond the official definition given by the

Volunteer Law, this activity should simultaneous  

have these three conditions:

we benefit from the well-being of both the

volunteer and the recipient of the good deeds

- in recent years there has been a lot of talk

about the connection between volunteering

and wellbeing - the state of happiness that we

feel when we get involved and offer it to

others, in our spare time; to help bring joy - in

addition to being supportive, it is a show of

solidarity and a solution to a multitude of

problems.

there are then benefits in the field of

development and learning - many related to

personal development, testing a career for

those at the beginning of the road, or learning

and accumulating new skills for those of other

ages - volunteering gives you the opportunity

to accumulate new skills, to polish incomplete

or obsolete ones.

then there are extended benefits of

connecting with other people, community

members, fulfilling a need for participation

and belonging, but also integration and

inclusion - volunteering will allow you to feel

together with others, to the struggle with

isolation, to understand that you are a wheel

in a bigger gear and to give you the tools to

assume this personal responsibility.

to be for the benefit of the community and not

directly for the benefit of the individual; to be

unpaid; to be of one's initiative, of one's desire.

This is the definition that best encompasses the

principles of volunteering, related to choice and

benefit to the community. I think we can talk

about the benefits of volunteering for 2-3 days, a

week, even a lifetime.

They are as varied as the people involved.

Obviously, we can talk about benefits at a

personal level and then about benefits at the

group, organization, community, and society

level. It's very difficult for me to limit myself to

just a few, but at least I'm trying to group them:

So there are a lot of benefits, depending on the

age of the volunteer, the level of involvement,

and the motivation that he or she has a hand in

the activity. And at the community level, in

addition to solving problems and addressing

some shortcomings, which brings volunteering,

over time, it is a huge benefit of the participation

of community members and the multiplication of

their example. By volunteering we become more

united, the community is more cohesive, each

person understands the needs around them and

may become more interested in supporting

change, being the „backbone” to what he wants

to see better, more beautiful, more lasting around

him.

Go, volunteer! It suits you and the others well,
it pushes you forward or sideways, it gives you
meaning, it motivates you, opens up new
world and great opportunities. 

The time spent volunteering is time spent

meaningfully with other good people, and so the

energy of the good multiplies. It's only good!

https://www.facebook.com/AsociatiaProVobis


"...by
volunteering
you enrich
and expand
your set of
skills and
competencies
that you
carry with
you in the job
market, in
your future
career."

In December you organized an event on how
volunteering fits and meets the labour
market. Can you share some conclusions on
how things look from the perspective of the
volunteer, the NGO and the employer?

Yes, in December 2021 we had an event that

concluded a Strategic Partnership project,

carried out together with partners from Slovakia

and the Czech Republic. The project is called

Meeting Point and with it, we explored this

connection between volunteering, the skills

developed in volunteering activities - and the

labour market. We looked at how young people,

in particular, can transfer what they learn and

develop into volunteering in their future careers,

trying to see what skills they have in their

baggage and then be able to “put on the table”

at work. Of course, from a volunteer's

perspective, things look good - in the sense that

the more they get involved in volunteer work,

the more they realize how much they can learn

and enrich their skill set, especially the

transversal skills that to use them in a job,

regardless of the field. It is already known that in

volunteering, one can accumulate the famous

"soft skills", from communication skills,

negotiation, social skills and interaction, to the

spirit of initiative, project management, time

management, leadership - many skills that

employers look for and observe in those with

previous volunteer experience.

However, I believe that for the time being there

are few employers who take all these skills

obtained from volunteering into account when

hiring, and that is why such projects appear,

through which we try to make employers - either

companies or public institutions - to pay more

attention to volunteering. We always ask for the

experience of the young people we hire, who they

can't really develop - in the classical education

system there is still not so much emphasis on the

practical part or on the development of skills and

then volunteering comes to actually complete the

education of young people - It is even recognized

that volunteering is the most effective and

sustainable method of non-formal education,

when we explicitly aim for young people to learn

through volunteering. 

So, by volunteering, you enrich and expand the

set of skills and competencies that you carry with

you in the job market, in your future career. Some

have begun to value this - they are organizations

that really define the mission of personal and

professional development of young people and

invest in activities and programs that do just that

- increase the employability of young people.

Volunteers who get involved, regardless of their

age, learn! They learn and develop, gain practical

and varied experience, even if this is not the main

goal - everyone who has ever volunteered declares

this learning benefit of volunteering. Thus, in our

event in December 2021 we tried to bring

employers, NGOs and young people who have

volunteer experience to the same table, to see

where this meeting point is - this Meeting Point -

and how we can make volunteering activities

more anchored, how can we support and

encourage employers to recognize and take into

account their experiences in volunteering, and of

course we also discussed about how we can

encourage young people to present these skills

effectively and do volunteering and because it

brings them this considerable learning benefit.

How do you see the development of the
volunteering in Romania over the past 30
years?

That's one of the hardest questions!

As I said, I was involved in the volunteer sector for

more than 15 years and I went through it wearing

different „hats”, having various positions and roles.

I can definitely say that it has evolved, that it has

changed a lot! If I look back only at 2003, when I

first came into contact with the 'sector', it was not

at all popular or common to hear about

volunteering - after a few years already, in 2007-

2008-2010, at least in the big cities, young people

volunteered and it was completely different.

There have been some consistent changes around

2001 and then 2011. 2001 has been declared the

International Year of Volunteering by the UN. For

us, in Romania, it was a year of boom, in the sense

that then the first law of volunteering was given,

the first volunteer centers appeared - the

establishment of which we supported - a series of

elements appeared to support the organizations

in working with volunteers: the National

Conference on Volunteering, the National 



Volunteer Week, Voluntariat.ro magazine (which later

became an online platform), the first appreciation Gala of

community involvement - all these were some awards,

facilitated by Pro Vobis, started in 2001, which gave a

favourable context for volunteering.

Then came 2011 – which was designated the European Year
of Volunteering, and was also an opportunity to promote

and celebrate what volunteering means and its effects.

What made 2011 different was the intensification of

communication about volunteering - it became much more

visible to the public because until then there had not been

much reflection on volunteering at the national level (apart

from what we were trying to do through Pro Vobis projects).

 

If in the '90s few people volunteered, for me, it's clear that

their numbers have increased, even if there aren't too many

studies and statistics to rely on. In Romania, the majority

have always been young - pupils, students - those who had

more time and greater adaptability. Well, in recent years

there has been increasing involvement in volunteering of

different age groups - seniors, but also adult volunteers,

especially in the context of the pandemic

We see a greater wealth of opportunities and volunteering

and obviously, organizations have developed the ability to

work with volunteers - more organizations are willing to get

involved in short or long term volunteers, and we talk more

often and more naturally about volunteering.

Again, here the pandemic has been an advantage for us, in

the sense that it has brought visibility to those who

volunteer and more has been written in the media and

more often heard on TV about citizens who are involved for

the benefit of others, who have felt that they had to help

their fellows, to bring them medicine, hot food, to raise

funds for medical equipment, for masks, to help state

institutions in dealing with an unprecedented crisis. In other

words, the good, positive news began to spread in the wake

of the worrying ones, which usually make an audience.

Volunteering has certainly evolved, it has grown - even if we

don't have statistics to prove it (volunteering research is still

a big minus). But empirically I can tell you, already knowing

the sector and the organizations, following Pro Vobis

through all our projects the development of volunteering in

Romania - I can say that it is a growing movement. We can

no longer say that we do not have a culture of volunteering

at all. Of course, volunteering in Romania is in the process of

development and welding, unlike other countries in

Western Europe, where it is well cohesive in the fibre of  

society - we are in the process of learning, but I think we

are more and more ready to grow and do so. Volunteering

should become a natural activity, integrated into the

routine of as many people as possible. Of course, we still

have work to do - we need to get to the smaller cities, the

rural area, to offer quality volunteering opportunities there,

to have associations that address different needs and can

coagulate community forces, to develop capacity

organizations to manage volunteers, but also the capacity

of public institutions to involve and integrate volunteers in

their community services. There are still areas where we

still need to work and that is our mission - of Pro Vobis and

other organizations that support the development of

volunteering in Romania - to increase the capacity of

organizations and the sector to develop volunteer

infrastructure, to prepare coordinators volunteers, to be

available, able and willing to manage volunteers effectively.

Progress has been made in this direction, capacity has

increased and organizations working well with volunteers

have multiplied, but we can still improve this level, which is

why we are involved in a project that is exactly what it is

about - capacity building volunteering. This project is

called the Coalition for Volunteering, it is funded by the

Active Citizens Fund and we are implementing it in the

period 2021-2023 together with three other organizations

in Romania - three strong volunteer centres (Bethany Iasi

Social Services Foundation, Community Support

Foundation - FSC Bacău and Cluj-Napoca Volunteer

Center), together with the Norwegian partner organization

- Norges Frivilligsentraler - the network of volunteer centres

there. We are trying to create a better legislative

framework, more adapted for volunteering in Romania and

for current trends, but also to continue to create resources

for volunteering, for organizations involving volunteers, to

increase the capacity of NGOs to advocate for volunteering

and better connect with local authorities to develop local

volunteering. 

In this project, we will re-launch the voluntariat.ro platform,

right at the beginning of March 2022, this will be a Virtual

Resource Center for Volunteering, with multiple

information, tools, opportunities and articles, both for

volunteer coordinators and volunteers. So any questions

you may have about our favourite topic, on voluntariat.ro

you will be able to find answers and inspiration! 

Don't avoid it!

 

https://voluntariat.ro/
https://www.facebook.com/CoalitiapentruVoluntariat
https://voluntariat.ro/


"The message
is simple: try
the volunteer
experience! It
doesn't cost
you anything,
but it will bring
so much!"

In your 30 years of activity, you have had
many collaborative projects, both locally,
nationally and internationally. What do you
think are the most important ingredients for
a successful collaboration, especially in civic
projects?

That's right, in the 30 years we have had many

collaborative projects and partnerships -

because it is, after all, perhaps the most efficient

way of working in our field. We started from

local partnerships, but naturally, we went to the

national level, around 2004, when the local

programs department of Pro Vobis broke away

and became the Cluj-Napoca Volunteer Center.

In 2010 we formalized this new mission,

changing the name of the organization to Pro

Vobis - National Resource Center for

Volunteering. At the same time, we act at the

European level - we are active members of the

European Voluntary Center (CEV), also since

2001 (that special year 😉 ) and we have had

many European partnerships with organizations

similar to ours, from which we can learn a lot.

We go to CEV meetings, we are inspired by what

is happening in other parts of Europe, we gather

good practices, we bring them to us, and we

adapt them to our context and reality. At the

international level, we have collaborations with

organizations from the United States, New

Zealand, and Israel, from where we get a lot of

inspiration in everything related to corporate

volunteering, volunteer infrastructure, and

volunteer promotion.

The most important ingredients for
successful collaboration are the common
mission or common goals, the sharing of a
harmonious way of working and agreement
by the partners. We feel that this is best

reflected in the Strategic Innovation

Partnerships at the European level that we have

been implementing since 2014, under the

umbrella of the Erasmus + program where, as

the name suggests, we develop strategic

partnerships for creating resources in the field of

volunteering. There, the ingredients of successful

collaboration are related to the balanced

division of tasks, the assumption of a common

unitary vision, mutual support and the fact that

each comes with his own "piece" of expertise

and shares it. This "together" results in different

or complementary approaches and emerges

something better and stronger than what we

each have individually.

In civic projects, I believe that successful

collaboration is very much related to

communication, being able to express your

interests, needs, and values   and finding that

middle ground where everyone's values   and

vision meet with the power to mobilize

resources and motivation. to set all this gear in

motion; Of course, volunteering has a huge

contribution here!

Finally, what message would you send to
those who want to try the volunteer
experience but don't know where to start?

The message is simple: try the volunteer

experience! It doesn't cost you anything, but it will

bring so much!

It's worth initiating something, trying different,

small actions, in various organizations, to get to

know them, to see what you like, what suits you

and I am convinced that they will catch you! It's a

good germ that catches you - I've had it! Many

volunteers do not give up on this, especially when

they have felt everything that volunteering can

bring them, they are looking for new causes, they

are becoming more present, they are more aware

and they want to do something, to get involved!

It's not a problem if you don't know where to start

- you can look for an NGO that supports a cause

close or dear to you, or that simply sparks your

interest. Even if you don't know much - you have

to try and start somewhere. You volunteer and

say, "I have two hours, can I help you?" From there,

things can go either way, you might realize that

it's not going well, that it's not the right

relationship for you and you're looking for another

one! Of course, there are now other ways to find a

volunteer job - there are a few cities in our

country where there are volunteer centres, which

do exactly that: they offer you a range of

opportunities from active NGOs or institutions

and give you the possibility to choose where you

want to become a volunteer. However, where

there are no volunteer centres, you can contact

the strongest NGOs or a public institution, or you

can look for us to offer you one of the

organizations we know because we know a lot

from all over the country! Or, of course, turn to the

powerful Internet and I'm sure you'll find at least

one action to do in your city, or remotely -

because virtual or online volunteering is

something you can try!

It is important to start, to see how it is, to enjoy

what volunteering gives you "in return", to realize

how much you can offer and continue, so that

later, who knows, you can bring others with you,

including your family members! Because yes,

there is also what is called family volunteering - a

new concept that we at Pro Vobis are now

enjoying for the first time. But maybe that's what

we're talking about in a future interview - because

the trends are varied, volunteering is developing

all sorts of niches, so the good news about this

whole story is that anyone can find something to

do as a volunteer. "You want. You can! But do you?

” - this was one of our slogans in a previous NVW

and I think it's very good - You want to do it! You

can do it! You just have to do it!

Enjoy it!



CIWC- 10 YEARS Since our interview the

war in Ukraine started

and CIWC has been one of

the firsts and most active

NGOs from Cluj involved

in helping the refugees

coming to Cluj-Napoca.

Check their page here.

We have heard that The Cluj International
Women’s Club (CIWC) has a special
anniversary coming up this year. Happy 10th
anniversary! Can you please share with us the
story of CIWC? How was it founded in Cluj and
who can join?

The Cluj International Women’s Club (CIWC) has a

rich history. Elizabeth Mates, the wife of a US

Information Officer in Cluj, gathered a group of

women at the Quo Vadis Café on September 22,

2004, for a get-acquainted and organizational

meeting. During that meeting, those present

signed up for various activities (Book Club, Craft

Group, Bowling, Ladies Bible Study, Lunch Bunch,

Orphanage and Soup Kitchen Volunteers, and Art

Club). The first newsletter (Xerox copies hand-

delivered to members) was published in

December 2004 and dues back then were

500,000 lei per person! Many of the original

members moved by the summer of 2005 and so

most of the Club’s official activities were on hold…..

… until February 2007 when Jan Mix and Kalika

Sinha, who had moved to Cluj in 2006, got

together a group of women for a coffee with the

theme “Bloom where you are planted.” Sixteen

enthusiastic women were present that day and

ideas flowed freely! The Club was informally run

but quite active: we had a Garage Sale and 

 
"...involvement
in the
community &
charity have
become equally
important as
well as business
support,
creating job
opportunities
and sharing
talents in the
group..."

greeting card campaign to raise money for

charities; volunteered with Habitat for Humanity;

continued with some of the original activities; etc.

As more women moved to Cluj and became

involved in CIWC, it became necessary to move

from an informally run Club to one having more

structure. In 2010, Bobbi Swinford was elected the

first official President of CIWC and began the

process of moving the Club forward. In 2011, Mary

Ginter continued that process as we implemented

dues, a monthly newsletter, launched a website,

and wrote Statues and Operating Procedures. 

On June 22, 2012, CIWC was officially registered as

a non-political and non-profit organization by the

Romanian government, thus becoming a legal

entity in Romania. Mary Ginter as the first official

president was followed by, Annett Straver, Sierra

Carson, Elizabeth Askren-Brie and me. Today, CIWC

has almost 100 members from more than 30

different countries. 

How do you feel CIWC Cluj has evolved in these
past 10 years?

Besides the fact that the number of members has

grown, CIWC has become richer with a more

diverse group of women. We have initiated many

collaborations with different organizations and

institutions in Cluj. Whereas at first, the focus was

mainly on creating friendship and providing

support for an easy settlement, now involvement in

the community & charity have become equally

important as well as business support, creating job

opportunities and sharing talents in the group.

Interview with  Anna Bouw-Bolik
President

INTERVIEW

Cluj International Women's Club

https://www.facebook.com/ClujInternationalWomensClub


“We have
experienced that
working together
collaboratively
resulted in greater
accomplishments.”

What do you see as the ‘vision’ of CIWC in
Cluj?

A first and safe point of contact, an easy

approachable international group for

women, that are looking for ‘like-minded’,

support, to exchange information and

interests and inspire each other. To easily

make friends and to offer involvement

through connections with the overall Cluj

Community by organizing social events &

activities. We embrace the concept of

understanding that everyone is unique and

that each of our differences shares a purpose

in the society we live in.

How important do you think is the role of
diversity in collaborative projects?

Very important. Especially speaking for the

cultural diversity of our group with national,

international, and multinational individuals,

with its’ various cultural, racial, and ethnic

backgrounds, we can contribute to

collaborative projects with native language

skills, new ways of thinking, new knowledge,

and different experiences.

CIWC Cluj has been involved in numerous
collaborative projects, especially charity
initiatives. Can you share with us 3
examples you are most fond of? 

Since 2019, our collaborations with a Dutch

couple Bert & Margriet Looij (former

Prorroma) working in Pata-Rat. We have

visited monthly a group of school children 

and did fun activities (cooking, crafting, etc.)

with them. We have collected donations and

helped Bert with the 2nd hand shop. After a

long ‘Covid’ pandemic break, we have finally

re-visited them this month and cooked warm

meals for approx. 60 people that still live on

the garbage, without decent living

conditions.

Our collaboration with PATRIR for the 16 days

campaign ‘against gender-based violence’

where we have been an organizing partner of

several workshops, activities and greater

collaborations for our art exhibitions.

‘Luminita’, the women’s shelter. We provide

continuous support where social workers

contact us for emergencies with specific

needs. In the past two years, we have helped

about 60 women.

From your experience, what do you think
are the most important ingredients for a
successful collaboration, especially in
organizing charity initiatives?

For CIWC these three have worked to

implement our mostly short-term charity

actions: Assessing realistic goals with strong

teamwork and fast response. 

Why do you think it is important for
organizations and institutions in Cluj to
work together and make collaborative
projects?

We have experienced that working together

collaboratively resulted in greater

accomplishments. There are always things

and resources that can be shared. Everyone

involved can benefit from an increased

community or more grant opportunities as

well as make a bridge for more exposure to

the overall community.

In the end, what would be your message
to the international citizens of Cluj who
are interested in getting involved in
charity and community projects in Cluj? 

We experienced that through our

volunteering we enrich our lives, we benefit

from learning the Romanian language easier,

we get familiar with the Cluj community, we

connect to people and ideas that have

impacted our perspectives and broaden our

perceptions to easier integrate into the

society. And at the same time, it's also

important for the Cluj community as we are

‘giving back to the place we call our new

‘home’.

If you want to get to know us, please contact

us through our Facebook page or you can

send us to membership@ciwcro.com or

come directly to our weekly coffee meeting

at Gloria’s Jeans Café between 10-12 am at

Iulius Mall.

https://www.facebook.com/ClujInternationalWomensClub
mailto:membership@ciwcro.com
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